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What has driven markets in 2018 and is it the
same to come for 2019?
Global markets have provided investors with increased volatility over the year. This has led to many markets experiencing short bouts of
underperformance with some form of recovery, but displaying an overall negative sentiment.
Political risks and central banks have dominated the headlines, along with investors generally being far less optimistic on future growth.
Global data shows signs of growth. Company fundamentals, on the whole, have continued to appear strong throughout the year.
Global fixed income has struggled through 2018 as investors continue to price in an end to QE, as well as expected higher interest rates.
The stocks that have outperformed in the previous years have started to come under pressure as investors look for corporations to invest in
that have less debt, positive cash flow and more defensive qualities.
Market data has stayed positive, whilst negative sentiment caused the corrections in markets. Nothing suggests that there is an imminent
risk of negative growth. However, the point at which this occurs may be looming large.
We believe 2019 may be a repeat of 2018. We expect growth to slow, and markets to continue to be put under pressure from global political
uncertainty. We expect data to remain positive but with returns becoming harder to generate. We believe that a focus on good company
fundamentals and portfolio diversification will be important in 2019. The stocks that have made money may not continue to do so. Global
value will continue to play an important role in client portfolios as will a reduction in fixed income and an increase in alternatives exposure.

The following pages highlight some of the key risks and market factors investors have had to deal
with in 2018 and what has shaped the return profiles experienced.
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Stocks that have gone up must come down?
Stock markets globally have rallied significantly since the last recession. Many stocks have continued to display buoyant
share prices, due in part to positive investor sentiment despite an absence of positive company fundamentals. We have
already started to see the change in markets with the selloff in global technology during 2018. We believe the trend may
continue and many overvalued stocks may have to return to more normalised long-term levels. Company fundamentals
may just be returning for investors.

Global Growth vs Global Value P/E ratios.

Sourced from JP Morgan Insights Portfolio Considerations for Investors concerned about a downturn November 2018
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Fixed income correlations to equities have increased
The negative correlation between fixed income and equities is slowly reducing, making it harder to protect
capital in volatile markets. Without this hedge, alternative investment opportunities present the only (simple)
option. A 50:50 equity/fixed income portfolio may not produce the same type of returns as experienced in
previous years.

Rolling six-month stock and bond correlations
Of total return on US equities (S&P 500) and US Treasuries (10-yr)

Sourced from Thomson Reuters Datastream Q4 2018
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Central banks and increased volatility
As central bankers look to return to a balanced interest rate environment, asset price volatility has increased
dramatically. This has led to a rise in credit spreads globally, increased volatility and more investors
speculating on an end to the current economic cycle. Returns derived from fixed income assets don’t seem to
be pricing in future risks.

Sourced from Datastream, Bloomberg & JPM Q4 2018
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Global stock markets have rapidly priced in short
term sentiment
Stock markets globally appear to have priced in short-term political risks, trade tensions and many stocks look
over valued. This, along with increased volatility, has led to underperformance for many equity markets during
2018. There has also been an increase in the divergence of returns between markets. We believe this will
continue as we move through 2019.

Sourced from Capital Economics & JPM Q4 2018
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Political headlines dominate the news but news flow
continues to be negative
Politics, Federal Reserve action and trade tensions have continued to dominate the headlines. Brexit, Trump
and the Federal Reserve continue to be the buzzwords which affect market sentiment. We don’t think this is
something that will disappear in the near future. Negative news sells newspapers!

Sourced from Janus Henderson October 2018
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Volatility has spiked only to return to more normal
levels
Market volatility has spiked over the year taking many unwary investors by surprise. The VIX index below
highlights this increase. We are seeing higher levels of volatility as the new normal. Higher volatility doesn’t
always have to be negative. Greater volatility allows for investors to derive value from fluctuating prices.

Sourced from Bloomberg Markets December 2018
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So, how to invest for 2019?
Considering our comments so far in this bulletin and our views on markets generally, we will highlight some key points
on the following slides of how we are investing for the coming year. We do believe that global growth may slow, but will
continue to be positive. We favour equities over fixed income but are also cognisant of global valuations, meaning a
significant increase to our global ‘value’ holdings. Finally, we have increased our alternatives exposure in an attempt to
reduce volatility, especially for lower risk investors. We believe there is a low risk of a recession occurring in 2019.
However, continued active management is vital. We think that 2019 will look very similar to 2018; prudent investment
management should prevail.
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Sourced from Invesco Perpetual - The big picture 2019 outlook November 2018
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Recession risk is still low
Even though market risk is increasing, we believe that unless there is a dramatic slowdown in global growth, a war or a
significant increase in inflation, the chances of recession during 2019 is low. The risks are increasing and the time until
the next recession is probably reducing. However, the data is not suggesting that this is imminent. Cutting through the
noise is important, as returns can be missed by making hasty decisions and moving out of the market before the end of
the cycle, or trying to time market decisions. Companies are continuing to generate more earnings per unit share and
global growth continues to be positive - not really a backdrop for a market recession!

Sourced from Bloomberg, Eurostat, Japan Cabinet Office & Thomson Reuters Datastream 2018
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Intra-Year Declines vs. Calendar Year Returns
Investing for the long-term is key
It is tempting for investors to sell out of the market when they see short term negative volatility, with the aim of reinvesting once
markets have settled at a lower level. This, however, creates several problems. Identifying the point at which to sell and then to
reinvest can be difficult because a degree of loss will have already been suffered before an investor decides to sell, and the
rebound in markets can often be swift meaning the investor misses the opportunity to reinvest at a lower level than they sold.
Volatility is not a recent phenomenon. The chart below shows the calendar year performance of the FTSE 100 since 1984. From
this we can see that the FTSE 100 has averaged an intra-year decline of approximately 15%. However, by remaining invested in
the market, a positive calendar year performance was achieved more often than not.

Intra-Year Declines

Calendar Returns

Source: First Trust Global Portfolios Limited, Q4 2018
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Bull markets cannot last forever, but bear markets
don’t either!
Continuing from the previous slide, markets have been in a long-term growth phase since the last recession, in 2008.
This is a very long market cycle, which will have to come to an end at some point. The positive for investors is that
when recessions do hit they are not always long lasting, and opportunities arise quickly from the falling market prices.
This can then lead to further upside potential. The losses can be large and quick to materialise, but the post market
returns far outweigh the bear market losses. Focusing on time horizons will be key and not making any reckless
decisions vital. Time in the market is far more important than timing the market.

Average US
bull market
period 9.1
years &
480% return
Average bear
market period
1.4 years and
-41% loss.

Sourced from First - Trust History of U.S Bear & Bull Markets Since 1926 November 2018
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Increasing alternative exposure
Providing investors with downside
protection will become more important as
we move towards the end of the current
cycle. This is where our increase to
alternatives comes in. We continue to
focus on alternative sources of lower beta
to provide investors with differing return
profiles when compared to equities and
fixed income. These types of assets
normally produce returns independent of
market movements and can lead to
outperformance in more volatile markets.
One way we are access these types of
assets is via defined return strategies.
These strategies have a fixed return profile
based on market returns. They aim to be
defensive in nature, even producing
positive returns in falling markets. These
types of funds often aim to produce
positive returns in both falling and rising
markets.

Sourced from AHFM Defined Returns Strategy November 2018
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Increase use of value equities
As global valuations have continued to increase notionally over time, the case for investing with a value bias has never
been stronger. This seems to be an excellent point in time for investors to adopt a value stance. This is due to many
growth stocks being over valued, which may lead to large losses as investors shift out of these companies into more
favourably valued stocks. We believe the rotation has only just begun and so there is still a long way to go. Value can
also outperform in volatile and down markets, as many of the companies have stronger fundamentals which are not
priced in correctly by markets. This should help protect and provide positive return opportunities as we move closer to
the next downturn.

World Growth vs World Value Performance returns

Sourced from JP Morgan Insights Portfolio Considerations for Investors concerned about a downturn November 2018
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Be selective in fixed income
Our portfolios continue to rotate out of higher
duration fixed income assets (with higher risk
profiles) to more stable, lower duration fixed
income. We are looking to reduce our
exposure to riskier fixed income holdings,
which should help to protect capital. Focusing
on income generation will be key, as interest
rates continue to rise, putting negative
pressure on credit spreads and default rates.
Many fixed income markets are still well below
historical average levels in respect of spread
levels. As they move towards longer-term
average levels, this could lead to capital losses
for holders in an asset class that was providing
double digit returns when spreads were falling.
We continue to favour holding non-government
bond fixed income assets as the effects of
rising interest rates on these instruments can
be severe.

Sourced from Thomson Reuters Datastream & JP Morgan 2018
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Continue to be diversified in holdings
Risk and return correlations (positive) amongst different asset classes continue to increase, and it has
become increasingly difficult to generate positive returns in some asset classes, sectors and regional areas.
Having a global diversified approach should provide better outcomes over time. Utilising this alongside a long
term strategic allocation with a shorter term tactical overlay should allow for outperformance to occur. The
tilting of the allocation to reflect current conditions whilst focusing on long term outcomes should avoid any
knee jerk reactions occurring. Investing must be a long-term strategy.

Sourced from Barclays 2018
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In conclusion
• 2019 may end up providing investors with a similar backdrop to that seen
during 2018. However, having a little more knowledge of what can occur can
lead tactical portfolio positioning to improve returns
• The current market backdrop has led us to become more prudent in our
approach. We will be relying more heavily on long-term fundamental analysis
with shorter term tactical overlay to achieve positive returns where possible
• Capital protection will be a key feature of our portfolio management emphasis
in 2019
• It is not all doom and gloom! Growth is still available and attractive assets
remain available, at attractive prices.
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